
 
 
Note:  This class is taught with opening folded edges to the LEFT. 
Download and print the 21-page Instructional Handout, with diagrams. 
Supplies: • 1.25 yards wool fabric, used clothing or new fabric, at least 3 colors 
  • Beginner Tool Kit, with braid aids:  $35 + shipping 
 
Learn how to braid a round chair pad with Christine Manges, an experienced rug braiding teacher.  
She will guide you through all the steps you need for braiding a continuous left opening chair pad… 
and give you the skills to braid a round rug of any size!   
 
Weekly Plan for a Chair Pad class: 
Week 1:   1.  Wool washing, thicknesses, care, sources, stripping, and rolling up wool strips. 
  2.  Putting on braid aids, Making a T-Start. 
  3.  Braiding straight, and braiding double corners:  braiding the center. 
   Homework:  Straight braid at least 6 feet beyond the center. 
Week 2: 4.  Lacing under loops to put the braids together. 
  5.  Making “skips” or “increases” to keep the chair pad flat. 
  6.  Working with different thicknesses of wool yet keeping the braid looking the same. 
   Homework:  Braid and Lace through Row 5. 
Week-3 7.  Changing colors, hiding seams 
  8.  Putting patterns (zigzag, arrowhead, diamond) in the chair pad. 
   Homework:  Continue braiding and lacing up to taper site. 
Week-4 9.  Tapering the braid to finish. 
            10.  Final details:  steaming, finishing. 
 
Registration:  If you are interested in taking this class, please contact Christine Manges.  She will 
issue you an invoice for the class from the Valley Forge Rug Braiding Guild and send your contact 
information to the instructor.  Email:  thebraidingpost1@gmail.com. 
 
Beginner Tool Kit:  Plastic Pencil Case including:  braidkin lacer, tapestry needles (#13 & #16), 50 
feet of splicing cord, clothespin clamp, 5” hemostat, 6” ruler, and 3 braid-aids (braidmaster type).  If 
you would like to purchase a beginner tool kit ($35 + shipping) from the instructor, please contact 
Christine at thebraidingpost1@gmail.com. 
Optional:  Verna Cox Table Clamp: $20 + shipping: ****only 1.25” wide opening for clamping onto 
table.  Contact instructor for other options if needed. 


